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No part of the candidate evidence in this exemplar material
may be presented in an external assessment for the purpose
of gaining credits towards an NCEA qualification.
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Level 3 Geography, 2016
91426 Demonstrate understanding of how interacting
natural processes shape a New Zealand geographic
environment
9.30 a.m. Wednesday 16 November 2016
Credits: Four
Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of how
interacting natural processes shape a
New Zealand geographic environment.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding
of how interacting natural processes
shape a New Zealand geographic
environment.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of how interacting natural
processes shape a New Zealand
geographic environment.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt the question in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–10 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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TOTAL

3
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INSTRUCTIONS
Use page 3 to identify a New Zealand geographic environment that you have studied, and the
interacting natural processes that shape it; and to plan your response to the question below.
Draw relevant, detailed map(s) and / or diagram(s) on page 4.
Begin your written answer on page 5, integrating detailed, supporting case study evidence about your
New Zealand geographic environment and the interacting natural processes that shape it.

QUESTION
Comprehensively analyse how spatial OR temporal variations occur in your named New Zealand
geographic environment as a result of the operation of interacting natural processes.

Geography 91426, 2016

A3

91426

Low Achievement exemplar for Geography 91426 2016
Q

Grade score

Spatial

A3

Variations

Total score

3

Annotation
Setting: Tongariro Volcanic Centre
• The diagram on page 4 shows some implied understanding of

spatial variations within the selected geographic environment.
Focus appears to be on interaction between elements, not
processes, indicating a more Level 2 appropriate response.
• One part of question is identified in the beginning sentences as the

focus for the written answer for spatial variations.
• Two spatial variations in processes, elements, or features are

described, and a basic reason is given for both (one more in depth
than the other).
• Evidence of the above criteria is shown, as reference is made to

the difference in rainfall from the western side of Mt Ruapehu to
the eastern side. A brief explanation of orographic rainfall is given,
but lacks any analysis. A second variation of the vegetation is
described, and a simple explanation of why this occurs is given,
but is not linked to any clear process analysis.
• Interactions between processes are implied only, and the focus

throughout the answer is predominately on how elements interact
with one another, which does not meet the requirements for
Level 3.
• Case study evidence is provided in some areas of this written

response, but lacks specific details of vegetation types, relief
heights, soil types to show evidence of an extensive knowledge of
their environment.
The candidate gained a low Achievement due to the lack of process
analysis within their response, and the lack of evidence of interacting
processes. They showed a solid comprehension of why two spatial
variations occurred and gave basic reasons why these occurred, but
without linking the reasons to the operation of interacting processes,
this was not enough to gain a higher Achievement because it did not
show enough depth of understanding. The candidate needed to
focus on the interaction of processes, not elements, and should
have explained how processes operate as a series of steps, to meet
the requirements for Level 3.
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Level 3 Geography, 2016
91426 Demonstrate understanding of how interacting
natural processes shape a New Zealand geographic
environment
9.30 a.m. Wednesday 16 November 2016
Credits: Four
Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of how
interacting natural processes shape a
New Zealand geographic environment.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding
of how interacting natural processes
shape a New Zealand geographic
environment.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of how interacting natural
processes shape a New Zealand
geographic environment.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt the question in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–10 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Use page 3 to identify a New Zealand geographic environment that you have studied, and the
interacting natural processes that shape it; and to plan your response to the question below.
Draw relevant, detailed map(s) and / or diagram(s) on page 4.
Begin your written answer on page 5, integrating detailed, supporting case study evidence about your
New Zealand geographic environment and the interacting natural processes that shape it.

QUESTION
Comprehensively analyse how spatial OR temporal variations occur in your named New Zealand
geographic environment as a result of the operation of interacting natural processes.
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QUESTION
NUMBER

Extra space if required.
Write the question number(s) if applicable.
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Low Achievement exemplar for Geography 91426 2016
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Grade score

Temporal

A3

Variations

Total score

3

Annotation
Setting: Omaha Coastal Environment
• The diagram on page 4 shows evidence of clear time frames

(from 10 000 years ago to the present day: 2016), and
annotations help to describe which processes dominated at
each time period to cause the feature of the wave cut platform
to be different from one time period to the next. In addition,
these annotations also provided some evidence of basic
process analysis.
• One part of the question is identified in the title of the diagram

and the first paragraph, as the focus for the written answer for
temporal variations.
• Two temporal variations in processes, elements, or features are

described in at least two named time periods, and reasons are
given for both (one more in depth than the other).
• Evidence of the above criteria is shown as the candidate

implied that tectonic processes dominated and formed this area
14 000–17 000 years ago (due to our location on the plate
boundary), which created the feature originally. A second
temporal variation was then stated with a basic reason (marine
processes dominated from 10 000 years ago due to sea levels
rising).
• Both of these variations were linked to the operation of

processes over time, but explicit reasons why this feature
differed from one time period to another were not provided.
• Interactions were well explained and clearly understood. The

candidate demonstrated knowledge of this by stating that one
process (tectonic processes –	
  uplift, folding, faulting) had to
occur to create the characteristics of the feature, in order for the
next process to be more effective (marine processes).
• Case study evidence was provided in parts, but an extensive

knowledge of their environment was not displayed consistently.
The candidate gained a low Achievement, as they named two
time periods, and were able to give reasons for why the feature
looked different at one time period to another. They showed a

sound understanding of how processes interact, and a
reasonable amount of case study evidence. The response was
limited by a lack of focus to the question asked. Most of the
information in the diagram and the written part of the answer is
descriptive of how processes work on the wave cut platform, so it
appears as though the candidate is simply writing about its
formation. Little reference is made to why these processes might
work differently at different times, or why the feature looks
different from one time period to another, which would have
helped to show a higher understanding of the key ideas within this
question.
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Level 3 Geography, 2016
91426 Demonstrate understanding of how interacting
natural processes shape a New Zealand geographic
environment
9.30 a.m. Wednesday 16 November 2016
Credits: Four
Achievement
Demonstrate understanding of how
interacting natural processes shape a
New Zealand geographic environment.

Achievement with Merit
Demonstrate in-depth understanding
of how interacting natural processes
shape a New Zealand geographic
environment.

Achievement with Excellence
Demonstrate comprehensive
understanding of how interacting natural
processes shape a New Zealand
geographic environment.

Check that the National Student Number (NSN) on your admission slip is the same as the number at the
top of this page.
You should attempt the question in this booklet.
If you need more room for any answer, use the extra space provided at the back of this booklet.
Check that this booklet has pages 2–10 in the correct order and that none of these pages is blank.
YOU MUST HAND THIS BOOKLET TO THE SUPERVISOR AT THE END OF THE EXAMINATION.
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INSTRUCTIONS
Use page 3 to identify a New Zealand geographic environment that you have studied, and the
interacting natural processes that shape it; and to plan your response to the question below.
Draw relevant, detailed map(s) and / or diagram(s) on page 4.
Begin your written answer on page 5, integrating detailed, supporting case study evidence about your
New Zealand geographic environment and the interacting natural processes that shape it.

QUESTION
Comprehensively analyse how spatial OR temporal variations occur in your named New Zealand
geographic environment as a result of the operation of interacting natural processes.

Geography 91426, 2016

A4
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High Achievement exemplar for Geography 91426 2016
Q

Grade score

Spatial

A4

Variations

Total score

4

Annotation
Setting: Hawke’s Bay Coastline
• The diagram on page 4 provides evidence of knowledge of the

geographic environment. Annotations within this describe and
partially explain a reason for at least one spatial variation.
• One part of the question is identified in the title of the diagram

and the first paragraph as the focus for the written answer for
spatial variations.
• Two spatial variations in processes, elements or features are

described and reasons are given for both (one more in depth
than the other).
• Evidence of the above criteria is shown within the diagram and

the written response. Two separate named areas are explained
with focus on the variations in the length of the beach and the
type of waves present at each. Each variation provides some
evidence of process analysis in their reasoning but this never
moves beyond a basic level. For example, candidate has stated
that waves are destructive vs constructive but lacks depth of
explanation of why this difference occurs.
• Interactions between processes are provided and show a clear

comprehension of how the outputs from one process provide
the inputs for another process to occur (fluvial erosion –fluvial
transportation).
• Case study evidence is referred to in most parts of this answer

but an extensive knowledge of their environment was not
displayed consistently.
The candidate gained a high Achievement, as they demonstrated
a solid basic understanding of two variations that existed between
two named locations in their geographic environment. This
provided sound evidence that the candidate understood the focus
of the question, and they also comprehended the importance of
the operation of interacting natural processes in this. However,
the candidate could not achieve Merit, as their process analysis
and reasoning lacked depth overall.

